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Lois Orne
Date
1757

Primary Maker
Joseph Badger

Medium
oil on canvas

Description
Lois Orne is a three-quarter-length portrait of a young girl standing 
and facing three-quarters to the right, with her head turned forward 
and her blue eyes staring at the viewer. She wears a plain white 
cap with a narrow border that folds out from the head, framing her 
face and revealing her blonde hair. A pentimento above the cap 
suggests that it was originally drawn higher and rounder than its 
current low position and flat shape. There are gray shadows in the 
eye sockets, around the nose and mouth, and along the chin. The 
girl’s posture is erect, and her proper right arm bends in front of 
her waist. In that hand she holds a gold whistle and bells. Her left 
arm hangs loosely by her side. Badger delineated the fingers and 
fingernails with dark-red lines. Gray shadows on the underside of 
the proper right hand and back of the left one help to model these 

elements. The proper right hand also casts a shadow on the girl’s dress, helping define the space. The child wears a 
smooth, shiny white dress. The brushstrokes in the costume are the most fluid passages in the painting and create a lively 
play of light on the fabric, the folds of which are evoked with gray shadows. The dress, which has a curving neckline that 
begins low on the shoulder and crosses the chest in a gentle arc, is brightest along the proper right sleeve, the neckline, 
and in the front of the skirt. The sleeves end just below the elbow and have a broad cuff consisting of the same material 
folded back. The dress fits tightly in the bodice and flows outward from a seam at the waist into a wide skirt with soft folds. 
The neck and cuffs are trimmed with semitransparent white ruffles. The brown background is dark and even to the child’s 
left, lightest immediately to her the right, and gradually darker toward the right edge of the composition. The upper-right 
corner is pale blue and probably has faded from its original intensity.

Dimensions
65.2 x 52.4 cm (25 11/16 x 20 5/8 in.)


